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Ace Toronto Notes
“Self-Care” Discussion – February 19, 2017

• 12 people present
• Reading of respect guidelines (https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/)
• vegan cookies to decorate—recipe on last page— & bulk candy hearts (post V-day) for decorating
• collaborative googledoc for people to add resources for self-care and news/politics (here)

• Social anxiety and needing set plans
◦ setting boundaries about time, advanced notice, etc.

▪ needing advanced notice to get into headspace of interacting with people

• Amusing words on the candy hearts “fax me” ; “why not” ; “page me”
• pink and grey elephant sprinkles (elephants are naturally pink if they're not grey!)-- like in “Dumbo”

• baking as a self-care thing (even if you can't eat the stuff you make)
• enjoying roasting marshmallows on flames
• eating cookie dough (but not gluten-free cookie dough because unbaked gluten-free flour is disgusting)

• lots of discussion and zines about self-care since the US election with Trump
◦ stress from checking news and social media with news/politics stuff
◦ stress from not checking news and social media with news/politics stuff
◦ self-care act of not blogging about the upsetting things (for people who spend a lot of time on social 

media / blogging)

• when staying up-to-date on politics is a priority, how to keep balance of self-care while doing that?
◦ Read or watch summaries via bloggers / vloggers (e.g., on youtube)

▪ some have humorous twist
◦ some Canadian politics podcasts (e.g, “Canadaland” : http://www.canadalandshow.com/)

▪ well-curated and take values of journalism seriously
▪ different types of podcasts (http://www.canadalandshow.com/podcasts/)

• e.g., “shortcuts” (http://www.canadalandshow.com/shows/shortcuts/) for ½ hour quick 
commentary on different issues

• more emphasis on local stuff
◦ allthecanadianpolitics.tumblr.com

▪ quick updates; good resources for local events, demonstrations, donation posts, etc.

• spike in “how to protest” info recently
◦ how to participate in protesting while being chronically ill and/or disabled?

• Self-care & survival; self-care as survival
• different experiences interfacing with the oppressive systems and structures that are the focus of politics

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uW4267_g5oZaMl_YBOIIghtXmPQ-cGejJh25SbCO48o/edit
http://www.canadalandshow.com/podcasts/
http://allthecanadianpolitics.tumblr.com/
http://www.canadalandshow.com/shows/shortcuts/
http://www.canadalandshow.com/
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• recent anti-Islam protest on Friday and the group is planning another one after the Rebel Media's “Rally 
for Free Speech” at the Christian College of Canada with Charles McVety, attended by Kellie Leitch (and 
the rest of the Conservative party scrambling to respond, i.e., potential public relations nightmare)
◦ there is an anti-racist, anti-Islamophobia counter-rally planned

• how to find actions before they happen?
◦ Info on facebook
◦ info on “allthecanadianpolitics”
◦ can let people know in the group about events people are planning to attend, perhaps interested in 

others going with them

• self-care in the context of attending rallies and demonstrations
◦ talking to people elsewhere and giving info (e.g., passwords, etc.) so someone can erase digital stuff if

they don't hear from you later (i.e., in case someone is arrested), so that authorities don't get access 
to that info

◦ not wanting to go to demonstrations alone
▪ telling people (you trust) ahead of time that you are going / where you are going
▪ meeting up with people ahead of time

• e.g., post in facebook group or googlegroup, etc. that you are going, and then discuss details 
in a more private context

• Ace Toronto is very diverse politically and people have different levels of comfort and ability 
related to things that might happen at some actions, so check in with people who might be 
attending actions together about what you're up for and what you're not so everyone is on 
the same page and there are no surprises (especially re: contact with authorities, laws, etc.)

▪ have a cell phone with a full battery 
◦ documenting events via video

▪ legal watch groups attempting to video especially police
▪ protesters often don't want to be videoed for many safety reasons (so respect that)

• discussion of Pride Toronto deciding to not have uniformed police in the Parade this year
◦ Black Lives Matters' tactics of interrupted the Parade

▪ story highly spun and misrepresented (e.g., they never asked that there be no police and they 
never asked that police don't participate individually in their own clothes-- they said no 
uniformed police in the parade / on floats)
• long history of many people in the community also saying this; people who don't feel safe at 

pride because of the presence of police
• Halifax also banned uniformed police in Pride
• discussion of participation of other public servants in their uniforms participating (e.g., firefighters; or 

teachers representing their schools)
◦ different from police because the history of police violence as one of the reasons for Pride to be 

necessary in the first place and continued police violence against LGBTQ+ communities (particularly 
racialised LGB and especially T folks)

◦ the impact of police presence keeping so many LGBTQ+ folks away from pride for a long time

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kellie_Leitch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_McVety
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• meditation as a form of self-care?
◦ “clinically standarised” meditation (not in a spiritual tradition) often recommended by service 

providers (sometimes pushed involuntarily)
◦ sometimes / for some people meditation is helpful
◦ sometimes / for some people meditation results in more anxiety
◦ online meditation programs / aps

▪ various free self-meditation timers (many online and for phone aps)
▪ “Headspace” (https://www.headspace.com/)--but it's a for-pay thing (with a free trial)

• flower-arranging as a form of self-care or relaxation
◦ e.g., Ikebana from a Japanese tradition (but there are other cultural traditions of flower arranging 

too)
▪ art pieces that decompose

◦ guerrilla gardening to procure flowers and growing flowers in public spaces / abandoned lots
• sand gardens for relaxation
• colouring pages

◦ e.g., “mandalas” (complex shapes that are easy to zone into that aren't necessarily associated with a 
spritual tradition... but still often called that)

◦ many books and printable sheets online
▪ one with very ornate swear words

• string crafts (e.g., knitting, crochet, embroidery floss crafts)
◦ recently someone learned to make keychains out of paracord

• making jewelry (even if it's not “professional”), from many different mediums
• making miniatures (and watching videos of people making miniatures

◦ chronic pain as a problem / impediment to small movements (that might be needed to make 
miniatures or jewelry or do string crafts, etc.)

• building and breaking things or burning things (controlled environment)
◦ especially if you spend all day at work building something, or alternatively trying to break it (so that it 

can be improved)

• playing video games (also hard on hands, though some are less hand-heavy, like the phone cat game)
• consuming various types of media

◦ rotating media
• not having internet at home by choice (vs. spending lots of time on the internet)

• social media self-care
◦ not needing to respond to people (maybe turn notifications off)
◦ having ridiculous arguments on youtube channels (and turning  off notifications) or not...
◦ keeping some social media (e.g., facebook) for family bot using other social media (or other means) 

for social interacting
▪ it's possible to just leave in an online conversation
▪ can just walk away / leave from an in-person conversation too theoretically, but there are 

gendered expectations and safety issues (e.g., harassment)

https://www.google.ca/search?q=make+keychain+out+of+pear+cord&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwim8caL6urSAhXm5IMKHcP1BhkQsAQILg&biw=1366&bih=658#tbm=isch&q=make+keychain+out+of+paracord&*
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neko_Atsume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ikebana
https://www.headspace.com/)--
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• harassment often relying on expectation of social graces (e.g., not to make a scene)
• it can be very liberating and empowering to not answer someone or to tell someone off (if 

it's safe to do so)

• Self-care and family
◦ avoidance; staying away from people

▪ participating in things out of expectation (even despite unfortunate consequences-- might be bad
no matter what you do)

▪ “picking battles” and deciding what boundaries are really important
• not arguing / letting go of little things that are not so important cut communicate what is 

important
◦ especially when they're not going to respect all the boundaries—harm reduction strategy

◦ family being supportive and helpful when needed
▪ depends on people's relationships with their family 

◦ scheduling relationships with parents, in order to keep own space
• self-care with family re: ace and/or arospec / relationship stuff

◦ keeping some stuff private from family
◦ scheduling taxing / stressful / difficult conversations or interactions so that there's time to recover 

afterwards (and maybe time to get emotionally prepared ahead of time)

• working on maintaining and keeping social relationships that are supportive
• conflicting self-care needs?

◦ Needing to socialise vs needing to be alone
◦ diversify friendships

▪ different people have different needs and more diverse friendships give greater opportunity for 
meeting wide range of needs, or different needs with different people

◦ being very clear about what people want and need
▪ clear with themselves about what they need in their lives generally
▪ clear with relationship-counterparts about what they want and need from their relationships if 

they are to maintain/continue with those relationships, etc.)
◦ social anxiety around people not responding vs. social anxiety leading to not being able to respond

▪ often people experience both themselves
▪ is this a situation/conflict that needs to be address with someone? Or is it just in my own head?

◦ in relationships... making it clear that it's okay to check in / about about stuff (when that's okay)
▪ e.g., asking “are you mad at me?” or “what did you mean by that?”

• Importance of not relying on 1 person too much
• reciprocity in sharing personal information and help-seeking

◦ vs. one person expecting the other person to do all the work
◦ but also, just because someone wants to share information or ask for help (or wants to offer help) 

doesn't mean that someone is obligated to share information in return or ask them for help

• overall: is the friendship causing more stress long-term that it alieviates?
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◦ Maybe people are not compatible? Maybe discuss solid boundaries to improve things
◦ trust instincts too

• what is a good way to get toxic people out of your life?
◦ Ghosting? (just stop contacting or responding to someone's attempts to contact)

▪ Often necessary, especially after already trying other tactics and someone doesn't listen
▪ often not a good idea

◦ issues of communication and empathy
▪ e.g., cutting people off without realising it or meaning to do that (by accidentally ignoring them)
▪ some people have a lot of difficulty maintaining relationships generally

• need clear, firm boundaries about what is expected in terms of communication

• re: ghosting
◦ there's a difference between telling someone you're ending a relationship and explaining to someone

why you're ending a relationship
▪ you can't expect people to know that you haven't told them (and if they don't understand you 

don't want contact, you can't expect them to leave you alone)
▪ sometimes there are issues of safety (e.g., in an abusive relationship) where it might not be safe 

to tell someone you want to cut contact with them 
▪ different people feel differently about ghosting
▪ different in different kinds of relationships

• e.g., casual or new acquaintance, it's not a big deal to stop contacting someone and doesn't 
necessarily require an explanation

• relationships breaking up
◦ the “accepted” mode of ending a friendship is to just slowly drift apart and the friendship decays  and

eventually ends
▪ it might be useful to have a friendship “break up”

◦ but romantic and/or sexual relationships, there's an expectation to have a “break up”
▪ even though it's often also the gradual process of decay and then someone names it and you 

have the break up (or sometimes it's an abrupt conflict)
◦ in romantic relationships, it's often a similar process with friendship 

▪ if someone doesn't think you're interesting (enough) to be friendship with, and people can find 
that hurtful

• falling out of touch with someone vs. abrupt change where 1 person is sad
• formality of romantic relationships

◦ know the status of the relationship / what's happening
◦ established social contract of expectations and ending the relationship in a formal way is seen as part 

of that social contract
• “friend break-up”

◦ don't get as much sympathy or acknowledgement from people
◦ might be devastating

• difference maybe tied to the monogamous bias re: romantic relationships
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◦ ending a romantic relationship means the person can search for another romantic partner (whereas 
they wouldn't be allowed to do that if they're with someone monogamously)

◦ but people are expected to have many friends, regardless of the status of any particular friendship... 
even though all friendships are unique

• logistics of ghosting
◦ keep people on facebook after ghosting them maybe (or after they ghosted you)
◦ delete someone right away when they ghost you (or it feels like they “won” if they delete you first)

• social expectations about who you're supposed to have on facebook or other social media
◦ kind of like a small town where you might reasonably run into people (even after severing formal or 

intimate relationship)
◦ people don't log into things often enough

• after people are done interacting
◦ still following people on twitter or tumblr, etc.
◦ sometimes people still interact with posts... but why? (especially if a relationship has ended and 

people don't talk anymore)
▪ can make people uncomfortable

• social media etiquette
◦ expected to interact with personal posts of people you follow even if you don't interact with the 

person in person or speak with them directly
◦ different etiquette on different social media platforms

• so much of self-care for many people is dealing with social media

• other resources:
◦ You Feel Like Shit: An Interactive Self-Care Guide

http://philome.la/jace_harr/you-feel-like-shit-an-interactive-self-care-guide 
◦ The Quiet Place Project 

http://thequietplaceproject.com/

[cookie recipe on the next page]

http://thequietplaceproject.com/
http://philome.la/jace_harr/you-feel-like-shit-an-interactive-self-care-guide
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Ingredients for Vegan Sugar Cookies (Gluten-free)

Ingredients:

• 1/2 cup (1 stick) vegan butter (such as Earth Balance), softened (to speed softening, see note)

• 1/2 cup organic cane sugar + more for topping (or just under ½ cup of white granulated sugar)

• 1/4 cup brown sugar

• 1/4 cup pumpkin puree* (or unsweetened applesauce-- though might spread out more)

• 1 tsp pure vanilla extract

• 1 3/4 cups unbleached all purpose flour + more for rolling into shapes

◦ for gluten-free version, use 1 ½ cups all-purpose gluten-free flour (eg. This) + ¼ cup of potato starch

• 1/2 Tbsp cornstarch or arrowroot powder (for thickening/binding)

• 1 tsp baking powder

• 1/2 tsp baking soda

• 1/4 tsp salt

• 1-2 tsp non-dairy milk

Instructions (350 F; centre rack)

Bowl 1: (large enough to hold all ingredients eventually)

1. Add softened butter to a large mixing bowl and cream with a mixer.

2. Add sugar, brown sugar, vanilla, pumpkin puree, and beat for 1 minute.

Bowl 2:  (only needs to be large enough for the dry ingredients)

3. Mix / wisk together dry ingredients (flour, potato starch, cornstarch, baking powders, baking soda, salt)

4. Add dry ingredients (bowl 2) into bowl 1

5. Mix until until incorporated, being careful not to over mix. Then add the non-dairy milk and mix until a soft dough

is formed. Switch to a wooden spoon or work with hands if it gets too thick. If it appears to wet, mix in a bit more

flour. (Note that gluten-free flour mixes that contain soy flour tend to take more liquid)

6. Cover and freeze dough for 15 minutes, or refrigerate for 30-45 minutes (up to overnight).

7. 5 mins before baking, preheat your oven to 350 degrees F and position a rack in the centre of the oven.

8. Scoop out heaping 1 Tbsp amounts of chilled dough and roll into balls. Alternatively, roll out between two pieces 

of wax paper, lightly flouring the bottom layer, remove top layer, and cut out shapes. (NOTE: For shapes, to ensure

they keep their form while baking, freeze them on the baking sheet for 10 minutes before baking.)

9. Arrange cookies on a clean baking sheet 2 inches apart to allow for spreading. If you’ve rolled the dough into 

balls, dip a glass into cane sugar and gently smash down into a disc to help them cook more evenly.

10.Bake on the center rack for 10-12 minutes for (8-10 for cutout shapes), or very slightly golden brown.

11.Remove from oven and let rest on pan for a few minutes to cool then transfer to a cooling rack to cool 

completely.  Note: Be they careful as they are fragile/easy to break (especially if they are not very thick)

http://www.bulkbarn.ca/en/Products/All/All-Purpose-Gluten-Free-Flour-209

